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Preaching the Gospel  
of Black Revolt 
Appropriating Milton  
in Early African American Literature

Reginald A. Wilburn

“Pursuing things yet unattempted” in literary criticism, Reginald A. 
Wilburn offers the first scholarly work to theorize African American 
authors’ rebellious appropriations of John Milton and his canon. This 
comparative and hybrid study engages African Americans’ trans-
atlantic negotiations with perhaps the preeminent freedom writer 
in the English tradition.

Preaching the Gospel of Black Revolt: Appropriating Milton in Early 
African American Literature contends that early African American 
authors appropriated and remastered Milton by “completing and com-
plicating” England’s epic poet of liberty with the intertextual origi-
nality of repetitive difference. Wilburn focuses on a diverse array of 
early African American authors, such as Phillis Wheatley, Frances 
Ellen Watkins Harper, Frederick Douglass, and Anna Julia Cooper, 
to name a few. He examines the presence of Milton in these works 
as a reflection of early African Americans’ rhetorical affiliations with 
the poet’s “satanic epic” for their own messianic purposes of free-
dom and racial uplift.

 Wilburn explains that early African American authors were attract-
ed to Milton because of his preeminent status in literary tradition, 
strong Christian convictions, and poetic mastery of the English lan-
guage. This tripartite ministry makes Milton an especially indispen-
sible intertext for authors whose writings and oratory were, some-
times, presumed “beneath the dignity of criticism.” Through close 
readings of canonical and obscure texts, Preaching the Gospel of Black 
Revolt explores how various authors rebelled against such assessments 
of black intellect by altering Milton’s meanings, themes, and figures 
beyond orthodox interpretations and imbuing them with herme-
neutic shades of interpretive and cultural difference. However they 
remastered Milton, these artists respected his oeuvre as a sacred yet 
secular “talking book” of revolt, freedom, and cultural liberation.

Preaching the Gospel of Black Revolt particularly draws upon recent 
satanic criticism in Milton studies, placing it in dialogue with meth-
odologies germane to African American literary studies. By expos-
ing the subversive workings of an intertextual Middle Passage in 
black literacy, Wilburn invites scholars from diverse areas of special-
ization to traverse within and beyond the cultural veils of racial in-
terpretation and along the color line in literary studies.

Reginald A. Wilburn is associate professor of English at the Uni-
versity of New Hampshire, where he teaches African American lit-
erature and drama, women’s literary traditions, and intertextuality 
studies. He has presented his work on Milton and African American 
literature and culture at the Modern Language Association; the In-
ternational Milton Symposium in Tokyo, Japan; the African Amer-
ican Studies Spring Symposium at the University of Texas, San An-
tonio; and the Northeast Milton Seminar. Wilburn has published in 
Milton Studies and is a contributing author to Milton Now.

Literature

March 2014
$58.00s cloth

340 pages
ISBN 978-0-8207-047�-5
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Rethinking Shakespeare’s 
Skepticism
The Aesthetics of Doubt  
in the Sonnets and Plays

Suzanne M. Tartamella

In this original and compelling new study, Suzanne M. Tartamella 
casts new light on seemingly quite familiar material—Shakespeare’s 
Sonnets and a number of his plays, including Hamlet, The Taming of 
the Shrew, and Antony and Cleopatra. By placing the Sonnets within 
the context of the literary history of praise poetry, and exploring the 
underlying influence of early modern skepticism on Shakespeare’s 
writing, this book truly enhances our understanding of the subtle-
ties and complexities in all of Shakespeare’s work.

In our own contemporary culture of doubt and anxiety, investigat-
ing the classical skepticism present in Shakespeare’s sonnets and plays 
deepens our sense of his relevance, suggesting that he could just as 
easily have traded ideas with Friedrich Nietzsche as with Ben Jonson 
or John Donne. To truly consider this Renaissance philosophy of 
doubt, Tartamella traces Shakespeare’s relations with his poetic pre-
cursors, including Petrarch, Dante, and Sidney. During the Refor-
mation, then, an age of radical experimentation and reform, Shake-
speare revised conventional methods of praise by doing more than 
simply mocking or challenging these literary precursors; rather, he 
transformed a poetics of praise into a poetics of appraisal. Tartamel-
la’s approach here encompasses both new historicism and a wide-
ranging history of ideas. 

As a result, perhaps the most intriguing demonstration of this poet-
ics and its manifestations are Tartamella’s cross-genre examinations 
of the Sonnets and some of Shakepeare’s best-known dramatic char-
acters, drawing unique and original correlations. The sonnets to the 
young man, with their melancholy tenor, are linked to the ghost in 
Hamlet, while the more physical and combative sonnets to the dark 
lady are related to Katerina in The Taming of the Shrew. These com-
plex relationships, further considered in her final discussion of Ant-
ony and Cleopatra and the ways in which it harmonizes the charac-
teristic problems of both sonnet sequences, are truly at the heart of 
Shakespearean tragedy and comedy. 

Students of both literature and philosophy will find this book im-
portant, as it offers a nuanced analysis of the intersections between 
literature and intellectual history, a comprehensive examination of 
Shakespeare’s poetry and plays, the history of epideictic poetry, and 
an exploration of the impact of skepticism on the whole of Renais-
sance literature.

Suzanne M. Tartamella is assistant professor of English at Hen-
derson State University and previously taught at Gettysburg Col-
lege. Her work has previously appeared in English Literary Renais-
sance; this is her first book.

Literature Literature

January 2014
$58.00s cloth

304 pages 
ISBN 978-0-8207-0467-8

Milton and the Poetics  
of Freedom
Susanne Woods

In our contemporary Western culture, “freedom” is a powerful term 
with elastic meanings and contradictory uses; it has both driven re-
bellion and justified empire. John Milton’s world, like our own, strug-
gled to understand freedom within what was already considered a heri-
tage of political and personal liberty, compounded in the seventeenth 
century by theological questions of freedom. In this important new 
study, Susanne Woods reveals Milton’s central place in the evolution 
both of ideas of freedom in English-speaking culture and in creating a 
poetics that invites readers to enact the freedom Milton defines.

For Milton, we find, freedom is fundamentally about human choice; 
God gave humankind genuine free will, with reason and the light of 
conscience to enable choice. True freedom comes from who one is, 
formed and asserted by the choices one makes. This is true for the 
reader as well as for the author, Milton believed, and the result is what 
Woods terms an “invitational poetics.” By locating freedom in thought-
ful choice, in other words, Milton must offer his reader opportuni-
ties to consider alternatives, even to his own well-argued positions. 

In six chapters, Woods examines these invitational poetics on sev-
eral levels: as they develop in Milton’s prose and early poetry, in theo-
ry as well as practice; as they are expressed within prose sentences 
and lines of poetry through choices of diction and syntax; and as they 
inform character, plot, and genre. Chapter 1 connects Milton’s most 
famous statement about his ongoing interest in liberty with debates 
that preceded him. Chapter 2 shows Milton’s Elizabethan predeces-
sors grappling with the possibilities and limits of poetic indirection. 
These background chapters allow us to see Milton’s evolution toward 
a poetics of choice, followed by their confident manifestation in the 
great poems. Later chapters consider Paradise Lost as Milton’s grand 
disquisition on knowledge, choice, and freedom; and Paradise Re-
gained and Samson Agonistes in relation to the ambiguities of choice 
and vocation. Finally, Milton is situated in relation to the most in-
fluential seventeenth century political thinkers, Thomas Hobbes and 
John Locke, and Woods examines the influence of Areopagitica on 
political culture since Milton’s time, placing Milton’s ideas in a tra-
dition that leads to modern contestations of freedom.

Susanne Woods is provost and professor of English emerita at 
Wheaton College (Massachusetts) and visiting scholar at the Uni-
versity of Miami. She also serves as a senior advisor to the Council 
of Independent Colleges. She has chaired three Modern Language 
Association divisions, served on the Executive Committee of the Mil-
ton Society of America, and served as chair of the Northeast Milton 
Seminar. She received the Inaugural Award for Special Achievement 
from the Society for the Study of Early Modern Women for her 
founding of the Brown University Women Writers Project. In addi-
tion to three other books, Woods has published over 40 articles on 
Renaissance poetry and poetics.

October 2013
$58.00s cloth
300 pages
ISBN 978-0-8207-0466-�

“An impressive and inspir-
ing achievement. Tartamella 
discusses the sonnets in 
ways that are at once pre-
cise, persuasive, and 
game-changing. They will 
never look the same again.” 
—Anita Gilman Sherman, 

American University
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Literature Philosophy / Religion

Milton Studies 
Volume 54

Edited by Laura L. Knoppers

Published annually by Duquesne University Press as an im-
portant forum for Milton scholarship and criticism, Milton 
Studies focuses on various aspects of John Milton’s life and 
writing, including biography; literary history; Milton’s work 
in its literary, intellectual, political, or cultural contexts; Mil-
ton’s influence on or relationship to other writers; and the 
history of critical response to his work. 

The 11 essays in Milton Studies, volume 54, offer new and ground-
breaking perspectives on topics of current scholarly interest. Con-
tributors examine Milton’s angelic narrators; Adam’s nativity and 
vitalism; Miltonic authorship, gender, and music in Comus; satanic 
self-fashioning; Areopagitica and religion in the public sphere; Edenic 
worship and iconoclasm; the process of theology in De doctrina 
Christiana; Milton’s reworking of epic hospitality; Limbo and the 
Lucretian swerve; and early black women writers’ uses of Milton. 

Contents:
The Question of “what Cause?”: Storytelling Angels and Versions 
of Causation in Paradise Lost • N. K. Sugimura
Adamic Awakening and the Feeling of Being Alive  
in Paradise Lost • Timothy M. Harrison 	
Milton: The Muses, the Prophets, the Spirit, and Prophetic  
Poetry • Barbara K. Lewalski
“Blest pair of Sirens . . . Voice and Verse”: Milton’s Rhetoric  
of Song • Katherine Larson
Satan’s Mural Breaches: Transgression and Self-Violation  
in Paradise Lost • Rebecca M. Rush
Areopagitica and the Limits of Pluralism • Ben LaBreche
Praying in Paradise: Recasting Milton’s Iconoclasm in Paradise  
Lost • Rhema Hokama
The Origins and Development of Milton’s Theology in De doctrina 
Christiana, 1.17–18 • Jason A. Kerr and John K. Hale
Propitious Guests: Paradise Lost and Epic Hospitality • Swen Voekel
Satire and Speculation in Milton’s Limbo • Christopher Kendrick
Milton’s Early Black Sisterhood • Reginald A. Wilburn

Laura L. Knoppers is Liberal Arts Research Professor of English 
at the Pennsylvania State University. In addition to having edited a 
number of collections, she is the author of Politicizing Domesticity 
from Henrietta Maria to Milton’s Eve; Constructing Cromwell: Cere-
mony, Portrait, and Print, 1645–1661; and Historicizing Milton: 
Spectacle, Power, and Poetry in Restoration England, which was named 
a Choice Outstanding Academic Book. Her scholarly edition of 
Milton’s Paradise Regained and Samson Agonistes won the 2008 John 
Shawcross Award from the Milton Society of America. She is past 
chair of the Northeast Milton Seminar and past president of the 
Milton Society of America.

December 2013
$58.00s cloth
370 pages
ISBN 978-0-8207-0470-8 

Levinas and Asian Thought 
Edited by Leah Kalmanson, Frank Garrett & Sarah Mattice

While influential works have been devoted to comparative studies 
of various Asian philosophies and continental philosophers such as 
Nietzsche, Heidegger, Merleau-Ponty, and Derrida, this collection 
is the first to fully treat the increased interest in intercultural and 
interdisciplinary studies related to the work of Emmanuel Levinas 
in such a context. Levinas and Asian Thought seeks to discover com-
mon ground between Levinas’s ethical project and various religious 
and philosophical traditions of Asia such as Mahāyāna Buddhism, 
Theravādic Buddhism, Vedism, Confucianism, Daoism, and Islam. 

In these 13 essays, contributors draw on resources as diverse as the 
self-sacrificial ethic of bushidō, Islamic jurisprudence, and contem-
porary research in cognitive science. The essays are organized around 
three primary themes of enduring ethical, political, and religious 
importance. The first set of essays considers a dialogue between 
Levinasian and Asian accounts of the self, others, and the intersub-
jective relationship. Through a conversation with a variety of non-
Western traditions, the second group of essays addresses the ques-
tion of Levinas’s extreme portrayal of the self ’s responsibility to the 
other and its potential limits. Finally, the collection ends with essays 
that utilize Asian thought and culture to consider ways in which 
Levinas’s ethics of alterity might be put into practice in the sphere of 
politics, social norms, and institutions. 

Levinas and Asian Thought is not only a comprehensive attempt to 
bring Levinas into conversation with the philosophies of Asia, but it 
also represents a focused effort to recognize, address, and overcome 
Levinas’s own Eurocentrism. Overall, the thoughtful investigations 
collected here chart new territory, pushing Levinas’s practice of phi-
losophy outside its familiar European and Jewish contexts, expand-
ing our understanding of key Levinasian terms, thus furthering the 
thinking necessary for ethics as first philosophy. This volume will be 
of interest to a wide range of scholars and students, as it builds con-
nections among Levinas studies, Asian philosophy, comparative 
philosophy, continental philosophy, and ethics. 

Leah Kalmanson is assistant professor of philosophy and religion 
at Drake University. She is the coeditor of Confucianism in Context 
and has published essays in Continental Philosophy Review, Hypatia, 
and Shofar. 

Frank Garrett is an independent scholar in continental philoso-
phy. He has taught at Baiko Gakuin University in Japan and was a 
2001 Fulbright scholar.

Sarah Mattice is assistant professor of comparative philosophy at 
the University of North Florida. Her work has appeared in Asian 
Philosophy, Philosophy Compass, and Comparative and Continental 
Philosophy. 

December 2013
$28.00s paper 

304 pages
ISBN 978-0-8207-0468-5

  

Contributors:

M. Ashraf Adeel
Andy Amato
Arindam Chakrabarti
Matthew Coate
Drew M. Dalton
Frank Garrett
Leah Kalmanson
Joel Krueger
Alphonso Lingis
Dan Lusthaus
Sarah Mattice
Eric S. Nelson
Bradley Douglas Park
Steven Shankman
Mitchell Verter
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Philosophy / Religion Philosophy / Religion

Ontology after Ontotheology
Plurality, Event, and Contingency  
in Contemporary Philosophy

Gert-Jan van der Heiden

After the vehement critique of metaphysics in the twentieth centu-
ry, ontology has again found its place at the center of continental 
philosophy. Yet this does not mean that the way in which metaphys-
ics and ontology are understood has not been affected by these 
criticisms, the so-called “linguistic turn” of hermeneutics and de-
construction. In fact, as Gert-Jan van der Heiden demonstrates, the 
themes and concepts of contemporary continental metaphysics are 
highly influenced by the different versions of the account of classical 
metaphysics as ontotheology. Thus, contemporary thought seeks to 
recover a sense of the absolute, but without recourse to specifically 
theological underpinnings.

Working largely with present-day thinkers who take seriously Hei-
degger’s critique of ontotheology—authors such as Alain Badiou, 
Jean-Luc Nancy, Claude Romano, Quentin Meillassoux, and Gior-
gio Agamben—van der Heiden returns with them to the question 
of ontology rather than rejecting the question altogether. As the 
book’s title suggests, he maps this contemporary debate in terms of 
three axes: plurality; the event and contingency; and, finally, an eth-
ics proper to a thinking receptive to contingency.

Rather than affirming either the speculative or the hermeneutic-
phenomenological school of thought, van der Heiden shows how 
these schools, each in their own way, are concerned with similar themes 
and sources of inspiration. In particular, he assesses and critiques 
the ways in which philosophers today deal with these concepts to 
offer an alternative to ontotheology. The question of contingency, 
he argues, is the most challenging issue for present-day ontology, 
and ontology today can only be an ontology of contingency.

Gert-Jan van der Heiden is professor of metaphysics at Rad-
boud University Nijmegen in the Netherlands. He is the author of 
The Truth (and Untruth) of Language and De stem van de doden (The 
Voice of the Dead), coeditor of the series Studies in Contemporary 
Phenomenology, and has also served as coeditor of Investigating In-
tersubjectivity. Van der Heiden’s work has appeared in Philosophy 
Today, International Journal for Philosophy and Theology, and Ameri-
can Catholic Philosophical Quarterly.

April 2014
$30.00s paper
340 pages
ISBN 978-0-8207-0472-2

Levinas Studies
An Annual Review, Volume 8

Edited by Jeffrey Bloechl

Levinas Studies: An Annual Review is dedicated to scholarly 
work on the innovations and implications of the thought of 
Emmanuel Levinas, one of the twentieth century’s most 
eminent philosophers and religious thinkers. This series 
strives to advance reflection on Levinas’s thinking, in its per-
tinence for fields including philosophy, psychology, religious 
studies, theology, and the study of literature.

Volume 8 specifically addresses the current debate among scholars 
regarding the relation between Levinas’s talmudic writings and his 
philosophical work. By engaging Levinas on such questions concern-
ing Judaism and philosophy, and the relationship between text and 
inspiration, these eight essays take those issues considerably further 
into the field. Specifically, the authors treat Levinas and his contem-
porary thinkers Jacques Lacan and Vladimir Jankélévitch, his inter-
est in the writing of Shakespeare and Léon Bloy, his philosophy of 
language and exegesis, and finally, Levinasian meditations on He-
brew texts of Scripture. 

Contents:
Introduction • Jeffrey Bloechl
Levinas and Lacan: Faced with the Eclipse of Christianity •  
Guy-Félix Duportail
Jankélévitch and Levinas on the “Wholly Other” • Andrew Kelley
Salvation through Literature: Levinas’s Carnets de captivité • Seán Hand
From Solitude to Maternity: Levinas and Shakespeare •  
Steven Shankman
“Oral Discourse Is the Plenitude of Discourse”: Emmanuel Levi-
nas’s Philosophy of Language Applied to Reading • Olga Kuminova
Beyond Haverut: Toward an Interfaith Hermeneutics • Abi Doukhan
Levinas and the Question of Cardiology • Alan Udoff
Through the Lens of Levinas: Preliminary Reflections on Holiness 
(Leviticus 19) • Richard I. Sugarman

Jeffrey Bloechl is associate professor of philosophy at Boston Col-
lege and honorary professor of philosophy at the Australian Catholic 
University. He has published widely in contemporary European 
thought and philosophy of religion. He is currently working on 
book-length studies of philosophy of religion in the wake of Hei-
degger and on Freud’s later work. Bloechl is also the founding editor 
of Levinas Studies: An Annual Review. 

September 2013
$35.00s paper

�88 pages
ISBN 978-0-8207-0469-2
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Ramsey Eric Ramsey  
and Amit Pinchevski, Editors
Calvin O. Schrag, Advisory Editor

Books published in this series break fresh ground concerning our 
understanding of communication by employing the thinking of con-
tinental philosophy to investigate the phenomena of communica-
tion. With communication understood as the manner in which hu-
man beings together find the world meaningful, the studies in this 
series are concerned in one way or another with interpretation (herme-
neutics), responsibility to the other (ethics), and the sociopolitical 
consequences of being-in-the-world (critical theory).

Each title in this series demonstrates ways of thinking that are di-
rected toward the depth and breadth of our understanding of com-
munication and its consequences for social life. Exploring all the 
manners in which communication occurs, these books engage the 
practice first and foremost theoretically and philosophically, using 
case studies only as examples. The wide range of philosophical styles 
in the continental tradition and their combinations are defining fea-
tures of books in this series (including but not limited to phenom-
enology, poststructuralism, psychoanalysis, pragmatism, feminism, 
gender and race studies).

Since it was originally launched in 2002 at Purdue University Press, 
the Philosophy/Communication series has included some of the most 
respected names in the philosophy of communication including 
books by Calvin O. Schrag and Michael Hyde, as well as books by 
the next generation of philosophy and communication researchers 
such as David Gunkel, Corey Anton, and Pat Arneson.

Now freshly launched by Duquesne University Press, the series ex-
pands on the Press’s publishing program in ethics, philosophy, and 
phenomenology. 

Ramsey Eric Ramsey is associate dean of Barrett, the Honors 
College, and associate professor in the New College of Interdisci-
plinary Arts and Sciences at Arizona State University. He is the au-
thor of Leaving Us to Wonder: An Essay on the Questions Science Can’t 
Ask (coauthored with the biologist Linda Wiener) and The Long Path 
to Nearness, a philosophical contribution to communication theory 
and ethics.

Amit Pinchevski is senior lecturer in the Department of Com-
munication and Journalism at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, 
Israel. He is the author of By Way of Interruption: Levinas and the 
Ethics of Communication and coeditor of two books, Media Witness-
ing: Testimony in the Age of Mass Communication and Ethics of Media. 

Editorial Board
Ronald C. Arnett • Duquesne University
Peg Birmingham • DePaul University
Edward S. Casey • Stony Brook University
Adriana Cavarero • University of Verona
Briankle Chang • University of Massachusetts Amherst
Nick Couldry • London School of Economics and Political 
Science, University of London
Diane Davis • European Graduate School / University of 
Texas at Austin
Michael Dorland • Carleton University
Richard Dienst • Rutgers University
Kelly Oliver • Vanderbilt University
John Durham Peters • University of Iowa
Pat Gehrke  • University of South Carolina
Michael Hyde • Wake Forest University
Lenore Langsdorf • Southern Illinois University
Edward Schiappa • Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Andrew R. Smith • Edinboro University
Andre Wiercinski • International Institute of Hermeneutics, 
University of Freiburg

Titles Previously Published
Commemorating Epimetheus, by Les Amis
ISBN 978-1-55753-497-2 • $12.95s
Communicative Praxis and the Space of Subjectivity: 
Doing Philosophy with Others, by Calvin O. Schrag
ISBN 978-1-55753-301-2 • $21.95s
Doing Philosophy with Others: Conversations, 
Reminiscences, and Reflections, by Calvin O. Schrag
ISBN 978-1-55753-553-5 • $16.95s
John Macksoud’s Other Illusions: Other Inquiries Toward 
a Rhetorical Theory, by Craig R. Smith
ISBN 978-1-55753-515-3 • $15.95s
Perspectives on Philosophy of Communication, edited by 
Pat Arneson
ISBN 978-1-55753-431-6 • $34.95t
Sources of Significance: Worldly Rejuvenation and Neo-
Stoic Heroism, by Corey Anton
ISBN 978-1-55753-561-0 • $24.95x
The Life-Giving Gift of Acknowledgment, by Michael J. Hyde
ISBN 978-1-55753-402-6 • $34.95s
Thinking Otherwise: Philosophy, Communication, 
Technology, by David J. Gunkel
ISBN 978-1-55753-436-1 • $34.95s
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The Literary Invention of Margaret Cavendish
Lara Dodds

As a reader of her literary predecessors, and as a writer who herself con-
tributed to the emerging literary tradition, Margaret Cavendish is an 
extraordinary figure whose role in early modern literary history has yet 
to be fully acknowledged. Here, Lara Dodds reassesses the literary in-
vention of Cavendish—the use Cavendish makes of other writers, her 
own various forms of writing, and the ways in which she creates her 
own literary persona.

$58.00s cloth / ISBN 978-0-8207-0465-4

To Repair the Ruins 
Reading Milton

Edited by Mary C. Fenton and Louis Schwartz 

Responding to Milton criticism’s renewal of interest in the practice of 
close reading, To Repair the Ruins examines how close reading functions 
as an act of recovery, an attempt to close the gap between past and pres-
ent, or as an act of repair that uses the past to reenvision a ruined or 
fallen present. Includes new essays by 12 esteemed Milton scholars, each 
attempting to bridge the gap between literary and historical studies.

$58.00s cloth / ISBN 978-0-8207-0454-8

Satan’s Poetry
Fallenness and Poetic Tradition in Paradise Lost 
Danielle A. St. Hilaire

Readers of Paradise Lost have long been struck by two prominent—and 
seemingly unrelated—aspects of the poem: its compelling depiction of 
Satan and its deep engagement with its literary tradition. Satan’s Poetry 
brings these two issues together to provide a bold, fresh reading of the 
poem, responding to the resurgent interest in Milton’s Satan by exam-
ining the origins of conflict and ambiguity in Paradise Lost.

$58.00s cloth / ISBN 978-0-8207-0456-2

Milton and Homer 
“Written to Aftertimes”

Gregory Machacek

“Gregory Machacek’s Milton and Homer possesses considerable virtues 
. . . provid[ing] helpful readings of passages in Milton that have previ-
ously received so much critical scrutiny that one would hardly think 
fresh interpretation possible. Quite helpful both as a general discussion 
of Milton’s debt to Homer and of what a writer does when (s)he con-
sciously alludes to another’s books.” —Sixteenth Century Journal 

“Machacek focuses on Milton’s attempt to transform Paradise Lost into 
a canonical text modeled on the canonical texts of Homer, whose works 
were also ‘written to aftertimes.’ He has certainly achieved his objective.” 
—Cithara 

$58.00s cloth / ISBN 978-0-8207-0447-0

Recent & Recommended
A History of Political Ideas from Antiquity  
to the Middle Ages
Philippe Nemo
Translated by Kenneth Casler

Recipient of the Koenigswarter Prize of the  
French Academy of Moral and Political Sciences

Recipient of the Grand Prix du Livre of the  
 Association pour la Liberté Économique et le Progrès Social

While we all seem to talk about politics, few of us actually know how 
today’s issues fit into the framework of political history. Here, contem-
porary French philosopher Philippe Nemo provides much needed con-
text, examining the roots of political thought found in the Greek city-
state, Roman law, and the Christian gospels—thus tracing the origins 
of political thinking from the earliest prestates through subsequent eras 
to allow us a better understanding of today’s super states. 

Including little-known details and fascinating stories, Nemo’s highly 
readable overview makes historical figures and their thought come alive 
for us, all the while enhancing our understanding of the foundations 
upon which contemporary political thinkers continue to build.

$36.00s paper / ISBN 978-0-8207-0455-5

The Lives of the Saints through 100 Masterpieces
Jacques Duquesne and François Lebrette
Translated by M. Cristina Borges

Rated “Outstanding” by the Public Library Reviewers
“Many people are aware of the saints but may not know much about 
them or why they are saints. This book provides the reader with amaz-
ing photos of the paintings of the saints and a little bit of history, mak-
ing it an enjoyable read.” —Public Library Reviewers

“The Lives of the Saints is a riveting compilation of classical art with 
an educational walk through Christian history, making for a very much 
recommended addition to Christian and Art collections.” —Midwest 
Book Review

$29.95t paper / ISBN 978-0-8207-0436-4

The History of the Church through 100 
Masterpieces 
Jacques Duquesne and François Lebrette 
Translated by M. Cristina Borges

“Dominated by handsome full-color plates of impressive artworks from 
across the centuries. Hermits, monasteries, persecutions, church coun-
cils, fathers and doctors, the conversion of the Slavic world, the Bor-
gias, Martin Luther, all process through the pages, in dramatic oil 
paintings and frescoes from German, French, Italian and Russian mas-
ters. . . . [H]andsome in the ways we have come to expect of books 
produced by Duquesne University Press and . . . impressive [in] con-
tent and intelligent design.” —The Pittsburgh Catholic

$29.95t paper / ISBN 978-0-8207-0437-1

Recent & Recommended
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Pleasure and Gender in the Writings  
of Thomas More
Pursuing the Common Weal 

A. D. Cousins

“A. D. Cousins’s ambitious study . . . covers a lot of intellectual his-
torical territory. Cousins’s agenda is laid out cleverly, and the analyses 
that follow are remarkable for their thoroughness, the breadth of 
foregrounding in More’s classical and early Christian precedents, and 
the acuity of the author’s rhetorical observations.” —Sixteenth Cen-
tury Journal

$58.00s cloth / ISBN 978-0-8207-0438-8

Forgiving the Gift
The Philosophy of Generosity in Shakespeare and Marlowe 

Sean Lawrence

“Lawrence follows Emmanuel Levinas in focusing upon a radical gen-
erosity advanced outside of exchange, without expectation of reciproc-
ity. Forgiving the Gift is a clearly written and illuminating account of 
the ethics of Shakespearean and Marlovian drama.” —SEL Studies in 
English Literature, 1500–1900

$58.00s cloth / ISBN 978-0-8207-0448-7

Milton’s Rival Hermeneutics
“Reason Is But Choosing”

Edited by Richard J. DuRocher and Margaret Olofson Thickstun

“Eminent scholars such as Teskey, Wittreich, Diane McColley, Stella 
Revard, and many others have produced some of their best work for 
the occasion. A fine example of the potential benefits of intertextual-
ity.” —SEL Studies in English Literature, 1500–1900

$58.00s cloth / ISBN 978-0-8207-0450-0

The Plague in Print
Essential Elizabethan Sources, �558–�603

Transcribed and edited with critical commentary by Rebecca Totaro

“Totaro’s collection will prove itself a fantastic tool for students inter-
ested in Renaissance England’s interpretation of and response to bu-
bonic plague.” —Early Modern Literary Studies

“Totaro’s judicious modernization and full lexical annotation make 
these writings accessible to less-experienced readers. Of indubitable 
interest to scholars of Elizabethan literature and history and the his-
tory of science. Highly recommended.” —Choice

$58.00s cloth / ISBN 978-0-8207-0426-5

Reexamining Deconstruction and  
Determinate Religion
Toward a Religion with Religion

Edited by J. Aaron Simmons and Stephen Minister

“Simmons and Minister gather some exciting young voices in Conti-
nental philosophy of religion to discuss the claim that postmodernism, 
and specifically deconstruction, pushes us to a renewed commitment 
to our own particular religious communities. —Notre Dame Philosoph-
ical Reviews

$30.00s paper / ISBN 978-0-8207-0457-9

A Theology of Alterity
Levinas, von Balthasar, and Trinitarian Praxis

Glenn Morrison

A Theology of Alterity strives to radically utilize Emmanuel Levinas’s phil-
osophical framework, bringing it into conversation with the theology 
of Hans Urs von Balthasar, to construct a post-ontotheological account 
of theology that unites theory and praxis. 

“I am convinced that with this work Morrison offers a substantial con-I am convinced that with this work Morrison offers a substantial con-
tribution to the conversation between the Jewish thinker, Emmanuel 
Levinas, and Christian theology, which not only is distinct from what 
other thinkers have presented, but also goes farther and is more radi-
cal.” —Roger Burggraeve, University of Leuven

$30.00s paper / ISBN 978-0-8207-0460-9

Totality and Infinity at 50 
Edited by Scott Davidson and Diane Perpich

“Emmanuel Levinas’s Totality and Infinity . . . is arguably one of the 
most important and influential books in twentieth century continental 
philosophy. Davidson and Perpich have edited a book that both con-
siders the legacy of this text and sketches its possible futures in light of 
contemporary philosophical debates. . . . Covering topics from applied 
ethics to legal theory and from pedagogy to human rights, this book is 
a significant contribution to contemporary Levinas scholarship. Rec-
ommended.” —Choice

$26.00s paper / ISBN 978-0-8207-0452-4

Facing Nature
Levinas and Environmental Thought

Edited by William Edelglass, James Hatley & Christian Diehm

“Offers a rich and varied discussion of both the limitations and the 
possibilities of Emmanuel Levinas’s philosophy in regard to environ-
mental practices and the human relationship with nature. On the 
whole it is a fruitful enterprise that yields valuable insights and fresh 
perspectives that offer much of value to contemporary discussions of 
the relations between humans, the earth, and its beings.” —Environ-
mental Philosophy

$35.00s paper / ISBN 978-0-8207-0453-1
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Levinas’s Philosophy of Time
Gift, Responsibility, Diachrony, Hope

Eric Severson

“Not only has [Severson] written a learned and readable work of schol-
arship, he has produced a key to interpreting Levinas’s entire body of 
work, from his earliest to his last. This key—Levinas’s understanding 
of time—unlocks Levinas’s famously ‘radical claim that ethics is first 
philosophy.’ Severson’s book is at its best when it’s exploring the con-
nection between time and some other theme, whether Hitlerism, capi-
talism, hope, or language.” —Notre Dame Philosophical Reviews

$32.00s paper / ISBN 978-0-8207-0462-3

The Intersubjectivity of Time
Levinas and Infinite Responsibility

Yael Lin

In an exhaustive look at Emmanuel Levinas’s primary texts, both his 
philosophical writings and his writings on Judaism, Yael Lin brings 
together Levinas’s various perspectives on time. Her study concludes 
that we can, indeed, extract a coherent and consistent conception of 
time from Levinas’s thought, one that is distinctly political. Thus, this 
study elucidates Levinas’s original claim that time is actually consti-
tuted via social relationships.

$30.00s paper / ISBN 978-0-8207-0463-0 

Longing for the Other
Levinas and Metaphysical Desire

Drew M. Dalton

“Longing for the Other . . . successfully distinguishes itself from other 
secondary literature on Levinas at multiple levels. Dalton’s goal is to 
understand metaphysical desire as a phenomenological experience. . . . 
He engages with not only most of Levinas’s works, but the writings of 
Plato, Martin Heidegger, Johann Fichte, Friedrich Schelling, and Ru-
dolf Otto. . . . Dalton’s real accomplishment is distinguishing Levi-
nas’s understanding of metaphysical desire from concepts that can be 
found in these five philosophers.” —Journal of French and Franco-
phone Philosophy

$25.00s paper / ISBN 978-0-8207-0425-8

The Philosophical Sense of Transcendence
Levinas and Plato on Loving Beyond Being

Sarah Allen

“Continuing interest and debate surrounds the issue of transcendence 
in recent phenomenology, particularly French phenomenology. This 
book is a welcome addition to that debate. Allen provides a detailed 
discussion of Levinas’s philosophy of transcendence and its relation-
ship to the history of philosophy, particularly Platonism. Particularly 
noteworthy is her frank appraisal of Totality and Infinity. Recom-
mended.” —Choice

$26.00s paper / ISBN 978-0-8207-0422-7

The Truth (and Untruth) of Language
Heidegger, Ricoeur, and Derrida on Disclosure and Displacement

Gert-Jan van der Heiden

“Van der Heiden’s book offers a way of seeing the relationship of both 
Ricoeur and Derrida to Heidegger, and hence the relationship between 
Ricoeur and Derrida, in terms of a conception of truth as disclosure and 
displacement. In this journey of revealing, it takes many paths, some-
times parallel, sometimes crossing one another. This is a hermeneutic and 
heuristic journey, rather than a philosophical argument as such, but it 
is one that arrives at a new and productive understanding of Ricoeur’s 
and Derrida’s indebtedness to Heidegger.” —Notre Dame Philosophi-
cal Reviews

$25.00s paper / ISBN 978-0-8207-0434-0

Conversations with Emmanuel Levinas, 1983–1994
Michaël de Saint Cheron 
Translated by Gary D. Mole

“Saint Cheron’s interviews with Levinas, although brief, have all the 
qualities that make them such valuable resources: Levinas is considerably 
clearer in them in presenting his ideas and allows himself more free-
dom to reflect on the implications of his philosophy for other areas of 
study. . . . Saint Cheron’s own interest in death, survivor-hood, and holi-
ness, and of how Levinas’s experience of Holocaust shaped his thinking 
on these issues, leads him to develop an interesting approach to Levi-
nas’s philosophy.” —Notre Dame Philosophical Reviews

$18.95s paper / ISBN 978-0-8207-0428-9

Ethics at a Standstill
History and Subjectivity in Levinas and the Frankfurt School

Asher Horowitz

Asher Horowitz explores the philosophies of Levinas and the critical 
theorists of the Frankfurt School, including Adorno, Horkheimer, Mar-
cuse, and Benjamin, demonstrating the ways in which their works di-
verge from and complement each other. 

“Horowitz makes excellent work of his subject matter and deftly man-
ages a close, fair, and thorough reading of the centrally concerned texts. 
. . . The project deserves serious consideration and interaction from 
anyone interested in the thinkers he has in play.”—Heythrop Journal

$24.95s paper / ISBN 978-0-8207-0408-3

By Way of Interruption
Levinas and the Ethics of Communication

Amit Pinchevski

“Levinas’s notions of passivity, the face, and asymmetrical discourse 
acquire new meaning and resonance in Pinchevski’s important contri-
bution and ‘interruption’ to the fields of communication studies, rhet-
oric, ethics, and philosophy.” —Choice

$28.00s paper / ISBN 978-0-8207-0376-3
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The Demanded Self
Levinasian Ethics and Identity in Psychology

David M. Goodman

Goodman demonstrates that the prevalent discourse and constructs 
of the self in modern psychology not only fail to address themes such 
as goodness and ethical responsibility, but even contribute to the for-
mation of a self lived without regard for the other. The Demanded 
Self appeals to the philosophy of Emmanuel Levinas to challenge 
mainstream approaches to psychology and will interest scholars and 
advanced students in psychology, psychoanalysis, religion, and phi-
losophy.

$30.00s paper / ISBN 978-0-8207-0449-4

Integrating Existential and Narrative Therapy
A Theoretical Base for Eclectic Practice 

Alphons J. Richert

“Offers a broad enough overview of theory in psychotherapy to teach 
us to think about it reflectively and critically, while also providing a 
very practical guide for doing indepth psychotherapy. It is my hope 
that readers without a background in existential thought will pick up 
Richert’s text because of the clear and simple use of language in spell-
ing out what can often be complicated and obtuse ideas. In addition, 
he shows their direct relevance to the project of good and effective 
psychotherapy practice.” —Journal of Phenomenological Psychology

$35.00s paper / ISBN 978-0-8207-0439-5

The Descriptive Phenomenological Method  
in Psychology
A Modified Husserlian Approach

Amedeo Giorgi

“Giorgi shows that psychology—however well institutionalized, fund-
ed and prolific—has struggled with its identity throughout its his-
tory. . . . This book will inform, guide, inspire, and provoke scholarly 
discussion among researchers long into the future. It is unlikely to be 
surpassed in clarity, level of self critical reflectivity, and correctness.” 
—Journal of Phenomenological Psychology

$25.00s paper / ISBN 978-0-8207-0418-0

Psychotherapy as a Human Science
Daniel Burston and Roger Frie

“In tracing the importance of the history of philosophy and its im-
pact from rationalism to our postmodern period, the authors have 
shown how philosophy’s relevance to psychotherapy exists not only 
today but in every period in the development of psychotherapy. More-
over, the book is clear, the writing is concise and jargon free, and 
there is value for anyone with a serious interest in the development of 
psychotherapy. This is one of the finest books that I have come across 
in a long time, and its value for graduate students as well as advanced 
practitioners is evident.” —PsycCRITIQUES

$31.00s paper / ISBN 978-0-8207-0378-7
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